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The reference data set for dmqc in the Baltic

In Argo the quality control of the float data in the deep ocean is achieved by 
comparison to reference data collected for the DMQC operators for use in the OWC 
software.  These historical salinities profiles are only those of high quality and are 
transformed into a common data format. 

Updates to the reference data are made available to the DMQC operators from a 
password protected ftp server. Data delivered to the server can only be used for 
DMQC, all other use is prohibited.
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Source: DMQC Cookbook for Core Argo parameters https://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00678/78994/

In the OWC software two 
sources of reference data are 
made available: CTD data 
from ship hydrography and 
good float data  



Reference data for the dmqc of floats in the Baltic 
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To mimic the structure used in the DMQC of floats from the 
deep ocean, the collection of reference material is organized on 
an ftp server. 

Subdirectories are established for BSH, FMI and IOPAN to 
exchange CTD data, statistics and scripts.

Password secured ftp server 
established for dmqc purposes 
(request password from Simo-Matti 
Siiriä (FMI) Simo-Matti.Siiria@fmi.fi
if needed

mailto:Simo-Matti.Siiria@fmi.fi


Reference data for the dmqc of floats 
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FMI is updating the reference data available from ICES 
and provides statistics for the Bothnian Sea and Baltic 
proper

Latest update in 2022, procedure for updates: will be downloaded annually by FMI 



Reference data for the dmqc of floats 
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BSH is creating the normally used CTD_xxxx.mat files for the 
dmqc from the ICES reference data under the 
FMI_wmo_matfiles_beforeQC folder  and for the polish data 
from the IOPAN  folder 

In the regular OWC setup 
reference data are exchanged 
as CTD_xxxx.mat
Where xxxx is a four digit code 
from WMO to point to a 
10x10 ° box 

5 Boxes are available for Baltic 
(normally not contained in 
regular releases for the global 
ocean):
1500, 1501, 1502
1601, 1602



Reference data for the dmqc of floats in wmo_boxes 
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BSH has sorted present version the ICES data into the 
wmo_boxes

Profiles per year

Profiles per month



Reference data for the dmqc of floats 
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IOPAN data from the monitoring cruises are not available through ICEs. -> IOPAN is 
providing these data from the polish research cruises on the ftp server. 
IOPAN also  provides min/max statistics for the three southern basins (Slupsk, Gdansk, 
Bornholm)

Latest update on data from 
Poland  is 2022 and updates are 
intended annually
Data are sorted into wmo_boxes 
in the BSH folder on the ftp server 
and have the same format there 
as the ICES data



Reference data for the dmqc of floats in wmo_boxes 
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Sorting of IOPAN data into the wmo_box CTD_1501.mat

Profiles per year

Profiles per month



Structure of reference data in wmo_boxes 
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Content of mat file ctd_1501.mat created from IOPAN data

dates          1x2445              Date
lat               1x2445              Latitude of profiles              
long            1x2445              Longitude of profiles
pres        533x2445              Pressure array (nlevel x nprofiles)              
ptmp       533x2445              Pot. Temperature array (nlevel x nprofiles              
qclevel        1x2445              Information on origin/quality of data                
sal           533x2445              Salinity array (nlevel x nprofiles)              
source         1x2445              Information on origin of data                
temp        533x2445             Temperature array (nlevel x nprofile) 

Comparison of CTD Box 
1501 from IOPAN data vs 
ICES data



Climatologies, Min/Max per area

Min/Max/Mean climatological values for 
each area

• Gives idea of expected range of values
• Calculated from Ship CTD
• Can be used to spot out of range values
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DMQC methods for the Baltic

Recovery of floats is practised routinely in 

the Baltic.

Floats are redeployment many times 

(example SN4793) and drift can be 

calculated from SBE‘s laboratory analysis



Float Recovery and calibration sheets

• Recovered floats are maintained and calibrated
▪ Difference with previous calibration sheets can be used 

to evaluate sensor drift

• DMQC operators can use calibration sheets to 
calculate sensor drift rates
▪ Limit where mission data validity questionable?

• Central directory in Argo data management for 
calibration sheets?

▪ might be good idea
▪ systematic format between different manufacturers?

• Python script for making the evaluation in works.
▪ Could be converted for matlab if need be
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